
QUOTING PLAY LINES IN AN ESSAY

Separate the body of your paper and the quote with one blank line. This will let the reader know you.

O, never Shall sun that morrow see. If a source contains no page numbers, as can be the case with electronic
sources, then you cannot include a page number in the parentheses. A solution was suggested in Pangee, pars.
Shakespeare 1. Unusual Layouts: If the layout of the lines in the original text is unusual, reproduce it as
accurately as you can  Penguin Books, , p. The conference was sadly borne. Ideally, you would find the
original source to ensure you understand the context of the quote. When you incorporate a direct quotation
into a sentence, you must cite the source and ensure the quote is recorded exactly p. Can I talk to you for a
minute? Do not use page numbers. Maintain this pattern throughout the quotation. In addition, MLA requires
you to note any plays you reference on a separate works cited list. How you include quotes from a play in your
text will depend on how whether you're quoting a single character or dialogue between multiple characters.
Include a blank line between the body of your paper and the first line of your quote. If you quote two
characters speaking to each other this way in your paper, it is formatted as a block quote. She is damned for it.
Twelfth Night 1. Keith Booker, Salem Press, , pp. It seems her affections have their full bent. Italicize the
titles of plays. Plays in Anthologies Plays will often be included in a multivolume work or anthology. Here's
an example: Shakespeare, William. Quoting Dialogue From Multiple Characters One of the features of plays
is that multiple characters speak to each other in dramatic form. At each ear a hearer. You may refer to a scene
in the text with the act and scene numbers â€” in arabic numerals â€” separated by a period. They seem to pity
the lady. In papers focusing on one particular playwright for example, the works of Shakespeare , use the
italicized play name rather than the author name in each citation. For a play, this will include the abbreviated
title of the play, and the section of the play in which the quote is found. Mineola: Dover Publications,  This is
the quote you decide you want to use: Booker makes the point that the "African novel is always a complex
hybrid cultural phenomenon that combines Western and African cultural perspectives" qtd. Example: Within
the research paper, quotations will have more impact when used judiciously Gibaldi  Consult the MLA
Handbook to learn more. Why, it must be requited. Book Author surname, Author first name. In addition, the
pages the play appears on within the anthology should be included after the year of publication. Follow the
name with a period and then start the quotation. Some older texts used roman numerals for act and scene
references â€” like this: III. Love me? I hear how I am censured.


